Balance is central to the coexistence of dynamic forces. By exploring coexistence through sculpture it is my intention to invite the viewer into a world reflecting man's in~olvement with nature. multiple and changine levels of meanin'g reflecti Vt!.: of my awareness.
In my work archi tectur~l forms are juxtaposed wi tl.i oreanic forms, often in a relationship exemplifying contrast and tension between the elements, but composed in such a manner as to initiate balance and order between the components. Tubes and rods have a fabricated, man-made look. The measured, man-made elements never lose their organic quality because through my construction methods, the clay stretches and forms cracks. It is my intention to create forces that interact and produce new balances. The work presented in this project was done either in low fired earthenware that has been underfired in oxidation or in a buff clay that has been rakued. The two exploring texture and color. ~11 of these sculptures were fired , short of their maturing temperature. When fired short of its maturing temperature, the clay has a brittleness, lightness, and· openess resulting in a different character from the hard, density of clays fired to maturity. "The paradox of softness and hardness, the tension between transience and permanence, are part of the ·2 attraction of clay and apply especially to the raku process ...
The tension between the geometric and organic elements in these
pieces is heightened by the use of rougher j·Jints and contrastin~ textures than in the first essays. The pieces make more dramatic use of space by moving futher upward, and balaµce becomes more of an issue•· The organic mound shapes have a coarse texture achieved by bonding dry powdered clay to a slip covered slab. To accomplish this Schouls Clay 3 was spread out on the studio floor.· The slab was then laid, slip slide down over the dry clay and pressed down by a rolling pin to make the dry clay stick. The slabs were then moulded into shape over wadded newspaper. This method was used in many of these pieces. Additional color was then added by spraying washes of rutile or burnt umber on them. The tubular forms were c·onstructed by the use of plaster press molds cast from a large pipe.
After being assembled, the forms were either raku,ed or fired to 
